School meeting – February 1 2017

Participants: BFA 6, APD 1, TD 6, IxD 7, IDI 3, SSC 0, Staff 9, PhD students 2

Agenda

1. UID´17
2. Order & neatness

UID´17

We discussed interesting themes for this year’s graduation show (also an ongoing discussion on Facebook in the group “Students and staff”). Examples of earlier themes: Let us inspire you, Shifting perspectives.

Suggestions for this year:

- What is real (ity)?
- Future Realities
- Polar Opposites
- Dialogue
- Empathy
- Prime
- Exploration
- F.R.U.I.D (For real, future realities, finite resources...)
- Alternative Realities
- Where are we going?
- Real Virtuality
- Parallels abd Perspectives
- (What is) beauty?
- Remistifying Design
- Caring/Supportive Design
- Consequences (ethics, future, uncertainty)
- Journeys/explorations/adventures
- Alternatives
- Step back
- Revolution
- Response-abilities
- Future Empathy
- Uid (transformation)
We ended up with voting about a theme, winner was FRUID.

**Order and neatness**

Think about taking away your stuff, and put things back in order. With degree season and a lot of projects coming up, all of us need to help out to keep UID useable for all of us! In the Project Studio: Make sure that you fold and stow away the ping-pong table after it’s been used. Ställverket needs to highlight readable instructions on how to fold the table and attach on the table and/or on the Project studio wall.